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Executive Summary 
 

One of the top burger restaurants in the country is Chillox, and every year they expand by adding 

new locations throughout the cities. By establishing stores abroad, they want to achieve their goal 

of going global. The study was intended to better understand Chillox's general hiring and 

recruitment procedures. The human resources & recruitment department is a crucial and 

significant one that is responsible for this company's performance. In this study, I discussed 

Bangladeshi consumers' top restaurants, and Chillox now holds the third-place spot among burger 

chains with 19% of the market. Additionally, they are meeting the requirements, wants, and 

demands of their customers. Recruitment and selection for Chillox is a continuous process. They 

establish a planned for recruitment process for minimizing turnover ratio by relying on HR 

recruitment log, attendance, and active staff list. Moreover, as Chillox have both blue-collar and 

white-collar employees, they follow separate hiring criteria for both type of candidate. For white 

-collar they follow Job posting, screening, selection, interview phase 1&2 and onboarding. 

Whereas for blue-collar Chillox often focuses on a variety of factors, closely adhering to their 

qualifications, body language, eye contact, communication abilities, etc. throughout the interview. 

Then, we provide a clear explanation of our employment structure, working conditions, duty hours, 

leave policy, break schedule, promotion, pay, and increment systems, among other things. 

Following the screening interview, the background investigation and joining process will be 

finished. To wrap up, the major goal of this study is to comprehend the general hiring and 

recruitment practices upheld by Chillox as well as how the HR department operates successfully 

and efficiently to attain organizational objectives. 

Keywords: 

Recruitment; Blue-Collar; Restaurant: Selection: Job: Hiring;  
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Chapter-01: Overview of Internship 

 

1.1. Student Information 

My name is Nafisa Anjum Rafa, and I am a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) student 

at BRAC Business School (BBS), BRAC University, with the Student ID: 18304048. I started my 

under-graduation studies in Summer 2018, and I hope to complete my under-graduation this year. 

I will be graduating in 2023 with double major in Human Resource Management (HRM) and 

Marketing (MKT). 

 

1.2. Internship Information 

 

1.2.1. Period, Company Name, Department/Division, Address 

I have been given the opportunity to work as an intern at Chillox for three months, beginning on 

July 5th, 2022 and ending on October 30th, 2022. I work in Recruitment and Hiring, in the Human 

Resource department. The Head Office of Chillox is located at House-9, Road-1/B, Block-L, 

Banani, Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh. 

 

1.2.2. Organization’s Supervisor’s Information 

As a Human Resource intern at Chillox, I worked under the direct supervision of and reported to 

Fuad, who is currently working as a HR and Support Service Manager in Chillox. In addition, I 

also worked with Safayet Jamil, Senior Accounts Executive at Chillox in terms of employee 

payroll. I assisted Meherab Islam Brishty, Admin and Customer Support Executive at Chillox in 

new projects like Female Team member hiring. 
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1.2.3. Job Scope 

I usually worked 8-9 hours a day, from Saturday to Thursday at Chillox. In the starting period of 

my internship, I have gained essential knowledge and briefing on the overall sourcing and hiring 

practices of Chillox’s outlet staffs. Then I attened their interview session on new staff hiring and 

observed the overall process. Through my line manager I learned the entire process from lead 

collection to Joining in the outlets. I have also got to know about their calling and interview 

scheduling pattern. I have acknowledged the importance of interview to choose the perfect 

candidate and the importance of background check of a blue-collar worker. I have also gone 

through full HR rules like their talent management, goal setting and HR planning of Chillox. 

 

1.2.4. Routine Responsibilities as an Intern 

I would like to point out one thing before addressing my responsibilities that Chillox treats every 

intern with the same respect and priority as their regular employees. 

Primary Responsibilities 

✓ Calling & Scheduling Interviews from the leads.  

✓ Updating Daily Attendance of the ongoing staffs. 

✓ Maintaining documents of the interviewees (like CV, NID/ Birth Certificate) 

✓ Updating data of the new joiners as per company procedures. 

✓ Providing Joining Letter to the new Joiners after they have passed the 

interview sessions.  

                        Secondary Responsibilities 

✓ Recalling old joiners for turnover and retention reports 

✓ Assisting my line manager to prepare the salary sheet of outlet staff’s. 
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1.3. Internship Outcome 

 

1.3.1. Student’s Contribution to the company  

Throughout my internship at Chillox, majority of my routine responsibilities were to contribute in 

a large number of ongoing recruitment process. It starts from communicating with the candidates 

to coordinating candidates to facilitate whole recruitment process and actively join in the selected 

outlets. I have supported the company in hiring a significant number of permanent workers for 

their different outlets. Additionally, I have assisted in planning and carrying out the logistics of 

numerous hiring procedures and worked as a key point of contact for potential candidates and the 

organization. 

I was given the chance to help with a number of events and projects in addition to being charged 

with ensuring the recruitment process is effective. Like I have contributed in the new project of 

hiring female staff for the outlets. I organized interviews sessions for female separately along with 

making separate policy for female staff regarding working hour, dress code etc. 

Moreover, I have also helped the organization maintain its database of newly joined staffs who are 

currently employed throughout all of its outlets. I've done this by handling all of the staffs' HR-

related questions and facilitating the distribution of instructions to new staffs. 

 

1.3.2. Benefits to the Student  

Being an intern at one of the most popular Burger chains in Bangladesh was the best exposure of 

mine into the corporate world. After completing my internship, I learned how to properly 

appreciate the abilities and qualities I developed at work. I acquired the required skill sets through 

on-the-job observation and an understanding of the office setting and working conditions. Because 

of this, I was able to deal with actual work-related concerns. 

Under the guidance of my line manager Fuad, I have gained knowledge on how to prepare reports 

and approach candidates to be a part of Chillox. I was able to develop my communication skills 

through frequent phone calls, texts, in-person meetings, and talent seeking projects. 
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Lastly, and perhaps most significantly, by trying to balance my academic work and my deliverables 

during this internship, I learnt the value of multitasking, which I think will improve my 

performance in my future pursuits. 

 

1.3.3. Problems/Difficulties faced during the internship Period  

Initially I found the organizational terms very unfamiliar to work with. It was difficult for me to 

keep track of all the tasks. I used to feel overburdened because I had several tasks to perform at 

once. I had to squeeze in time for my report on top of my professional responsibilities, which at 

times felt fairly difficult. 

Other difficulties I faced were maintaining daily attendance track of every outlet staff. Which was 

very tiring for me initially as I had to do this every day and any kind of mistake on the attendance 

sheet could make huge mismanagement of the staff’s payroll. During the whole time my line 

manager was a great support in terms of my mental health as well as my work difficulties. 

In addition, every new location necessitates initial adaption. That is why, like every other 

individual, I endured and eventually overcame the same difficulties. 

 

1.3.4. Recommendation to the company on future Internship  

To begin with, an internship is a learning opportunity for recent graduates or aspiring graduate 

students who wished to gain experience in the world of employment. In order for the interns to 

gain experience in all departments and work in each one, it is necessary to assign work from 

departments other than the one in which they are working. 

Another this Chillox’s managers can do is arrange some seminar or motivational sessions for all 

the interns of all departments to give them a friendly environment. They can also make the work 

environment organized by not putting or showing work pressure or assigning all the tasks all 

together to interns rather assigning work load to them in a systematic manner. 
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Chapter-02: Organization Part 

 

2.1. Overview of the Company 

 

2.1.1. History  

Chillox is one of the most popular Quick Service Restaurants (QSR) in Bangladesh. In fact, 

everything celebrates the bustling energy of youth, including the decor, the pricing, and every item 

on the menu. Its journey's start was not all that magnificent. It all began with the modestly selling 

burgers from a little cart outside BRAC University in Mohakhali. the food cart that began its 

journey in February 2016 Maruf Hasan Nirzhor, one of the three partners of Chillox, claims that 

Pranto Bhowmick and he were classmates when they met Ahmed Faiz, another partner, during 

their undergraduate years at IBA, Dhaka University. Pranto Bhowmick and Maruf Hasan Nirzhor 

are the founding partners. They didn’t have any big plans in the starting, they just wanted to make 

people happy and do something for themselves beyond 9-5 job. They did their initial marketing by 

sharing burgers with their friends for free and later they use to come to buy burgers for their family 

and office gatherings. That’s how their cart became famous across the school, university and 

offices of Mohakhali. However, issues developed when the government launched a big push in 

December of that year to remove all fast-food restaurants from residential areas. Chillox was 

required to temporarily shut down. This time, they wanted to leave the cart and find a more 

permanent position. Chillox launched its first permanent store in Mohakhali on April 14, 2017, 14 

months after the company's founding. This location is fairly close to where their original cart was 

located. Business remained booming, and Chillox was wanting to rapidly grow since they were 

confident in their product. They opened their following store, Jigatola, in Dhanmondi on June 17 

of that year. After learning from their failures, they improved their supply chain and acquired a 

consistent supply of raw materials before opening their next location in Banani. Their largest prior 

investment was this one. Business was swift, though, and Chillox was eager to seize a larger share 

of the market for them. As soon as 2019 arrived, Chillox took two big moves that elevated it to the 

highest tier of burger joints not just in Dhaka but also Chattogram and Mymensingh (MAIMUNA, 

2022).With this immense popularity and fanbase Chillox currently has 12 outlets in Dhaka, two in 

Chattogram and one in Mymensingh. 
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2.1.2. Mission  

Chillox's mission is to top all other burger restaurants in the nation by 2025. It aims to be perceived 

by customers as more than just a fast-food restaurant and as a source of outstanding experiential 

value for both its offerings and its outlet environment. 

 

2.1.3. Vision  

One of Chillox's two visions is to establish 30 outlets across the nation by the year 2030 and 

another vision is to expand this brand's reach by inaugurating outlets in abroad. 

 

Figure 1: Chillox Food Cart 
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2.2. Industry Analysis for Chillox 
 

2.2.1. Porter’s Five Forces  

• Threat of new Entrants: For Chillox threat of new entrants is high. As their menu is 

pretty simple for any other new business to make. New businesses can easily think 

of entering the market with the same ideas. 

• Threat of Substitute: Threat of substitute is moderate for Chillox. Though items like 

Sub-Sandwich, Sub-burgers can be substituting items. But burger lovers will always 

go for burgers.  

• Bargaining Power of Buyers: It has low bargaining power to it’s customers because 

people see the menu before ordering with its pay first policy. 

• Bargaining Power of Suppliers: Chillox has high bargaining power of suppliers. 

Chicken, Beef, fish price can rise any time and vendors can demand any price rate 

they want. Other suppliers can also do the same. 

• Degree of Rivalry: It has high degree of rivalry in the industry as well. Existing 

rivals are Takeout, Madchef. Others can also copy them easily. 

 

2.2.2. SWOT Analysis 

• Strength: Chillox has loyal customers. It is a well-known brand across the country 

along with its competent, devoted workers. In addition to putting a strong emphasis 

on customer happiness, they also offered high-quality meals at reasonable prices. By 

collaborating with numerous distribution channels like Pathao and Foodpanda, they 

offer a superb delivery service. Another strength is they offer unique services that 

set them apart from their competitors. 

• Weakness: Having a common menu with many rivals in the market is a weakness 

for them. They are coming up with new menu but it can also be copied by other 

competitors. 

• Opportunities: Chillox’s product offerings are always different than its competitors. 

Their fishtots is one of the most popular to the customers. Chillox is also popular for 
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its variety of sauces and bun they offer. Their word of mouth creates better 

opportunity for them in the market. 

• Threat: Fast food is one of the unhealthy habits.  It causes obesity and many more 

health issues.  Now a days people are becoming health conscious which is a threat 

for Chillox. For staying updated in the industry, they need to constantly spend on 

their marketing plans. Also getting good quality raw materials in a low cost is also a 

threat to them. 

 

Figure 2: Chillox Burgers 

 

2.3. Product Offerings of Chillox  

Chillox is offering various types of food menu to its customers. Keeping burger as their main food, 

they are adding new items to its menu as well. Like they have added fish burger, fish tots, chicken 

fingers as their new food menu. Along with that, they are keeping variety for their fanbase. For 

instance, they have added dessert items named as ‘love in a cup’. Their ‘Pankha Wings’ is also 

adding spices to their regular menu. To give their customer’s choice highest priority they have 

added bun, sauce level, spice level options which making their customers feel valued. Last but not 

the least their popular item Naga Drums is still adding fun to every hangout with family, friends 

and colleagues.   

No: Product: Price: 

1 French Fries 95 

2 Binge Chicken/Beef 
Burger 

750 
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3 Giganto/Beef Chicken 
Burger 

520 

4 Chicken/Beef Signature 
Burger 

450 

5 Chicken/Beef Cheese 
Blast Burger 

365 

6 Double Decker 
Chicken/Beef Burger 

360 

7 Chicken/Beef with 
Sausage Burger 

290 

8 Chicken/Beef with Bacon 
Burger 

275 

9 Smoky BBQ Cheese 
Chicken/Beef Burger 

260 

10 Giganto Chicken/Beef 
Burger 

470 

11 Chicken/Beef Cheese 
Burger 

235 

12 Chicken/ Beef Burger 210 

13 Gourmet Teriyaki Burger 420 

14 Gourmet Peperonic 
Burger 

330 

15 Gourmet Cheese 
Reloaded Burger 

290 

16 Naga Drums 110 

17 Chicken Finger 175 

18 Fish Tots 195 

19 Fish n’Krisp 320 

20 Pankha Wings 240 

21 Tiramisu 200 

22 Oreo & Cheese 200 

23 Red Velvet 210 

24 Choco Fudge 210 

25 Blueberry Cheese Dip 190 

 

Table 1: Chillox Price Table 
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With all of these delicious food items Chillox shows a eye-catching menu card to its customers. 

Its menu also offers bun, sauce and spice level to make them feel valued as per their preferences. 

Its updated menu card is added below. 

 

 

Figure 3: Chillox Food Menu 

 

2.4. Management Practices of Chillox 

 

2.4.1. Department & Their Management Process  

Chillox operates its daily function properly with the help of its 5 departments.  

• Operation 

• Planning 

• Finance 

• Accounts 

• Marketing 

• Human Resource & Recruitment 
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2.4.2. Operation  

It is one of the significant departments of Chillox. Without operation team Chillox will not be able 

to operate smoothly on a daily basis. Chillox operation team has area managers for different 

location and they handle their selected outlets on a daily basis and stay connected with the head 

office to share and collect information. Those who work in this department are directly responsible 

for managing every day's operational duty. A variety of unpredictable situations frequently arise in 

every outlet, and operations are responsible for handling these types of occurrences properly. They 

are free to visit any of the outlets without asking for permission. If there was any error, they have 

the superior authority to punish the staff if needed. 

 

2.4.3. Planning 

Chillox's Planning department is typically developed to create various organizational plans. The 

organizational executive committee is directly involved in this department. The planning 

department then completes all of the planning with assistance from the executive committee after 

first monitoring and reviewing the execution of plan schemes. This section is in charge of new 

outlets planning. They establish mission, vision, organizational goals, and annual budgets. They 

also conduct research into opening new businesses, such as the best locations. This division 

typically assists the executive committee in making decisions regarding the company. Chillox’s 

customer support team is also part of this department along with its IT team. So clearly most 

important tasks of Chillox are being handled by this department. They provide 24/7 customer 

support by its professional support team consists of 5 CSRs to take care of every inconvenience 

faced by a customer. Along with that, this department always stay connected to the head office and 

outlets for any kind of IT support and IT planning for the betterment of the company. Chillox 

connects with its customers through their Facebook page. They are highly responsive on Facebook. 

They frequently respond fast to customer inquiries. They provide information regarding their 

ongoing product offer. 
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Figure 4: Customer Support Process 

 

2.4.4. Finance  

This department of Chillox is consists of its MIS and Finance team. They handle all of the financial 

data of daily sales and others. A sales report, also known as a sales analysis report, provides a 

summary of the state of the company's sales activity. It not only illustrates the various patterns in 

sales volume over time, but also examines the various stages of the sales process. Daily, weekly, 

and monthly sales reports are all options. Chillox prefers that daily sales reports from all of the 

outlets be created in Microsoft Excel and mailed to management every night. A management 

information system (MIS) is a system built on a database that aims to give information to the 

organization's employees. MIS is essentially an organized system of personnel, equipment, 

communication networks, and data sources that gathers, modifies, and provides data within a 

company. The primary goal of MIS is to give management the necessary data so they can make 

wise decisions and increase productivity. The MIS in Chillox supports in the management and 

tracking of important data, decreases duplication of data entry, and boosts productivity. Chillox 

uses MIS to collect and store information. Chillox's primary component of software is called 3S, 

and it is used for all of their transactions, including placing orders and creating bills. Aside from 

that, Microsoft Excel is mostly used for inventory management and the daily sales report. In reality, 

every day from all channels, a daily report in Microsoft Excel is emailed to management overnight. 

Whole department works together to make this process run smoothly. 

Customers share their 
opinion and complains 
at Chillox's Facebook 

Page

Customers Complaints 
received by customers 
transaction processing 

system and support 
team

Report to its 
Management or the 

mamanging authority

Investigate the 
problem and come up 

with a constructive 
solution

Take out propers 
innitiatives
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2.4.5. Accounts 

The accounts department of Chillox is in charge of every employee's salary, from head office to 

outlet staff, vendor payments that are past due, cash deposits from outlets, accounts receivable, bill 

payments, and accounts payable. They are also in charge of preparing the company's financial 

statements, providing financial reporting to the executive committee, and upholding Chillox's 

internal financial controls. It manages every monetary matter from new outlet budgeting to petty 

cash. Vendors directly contacts to this team and it operates the whole payments with the vendors. 

 

2.4.6. Marketing 

Chillox’s marketing team works independently to give itself a boost in the market with updated 

treads. They also take third party support for doing its marketing. For a restaurant marketing is the 

most important thing to stay focused and connected in the market. Chillox also do the same by 

doing every social media promotion for its customers along with some contest, games for their 

regular customers. The main goal of this department is to promoting Chillox, attracting customers 

and increasing sales. They do market research to understand the target market, consumer 

preferences and understand the ongoing market trend. They also work on positioning the brand 

and maintaining the brand image. They mainly focus on online marketing like, running online ads, 

engaging with customers on social media platforms etc. Along with that, they also collaborates 

with other teams such as planning and operation to develop new menu items as per customer 

demand and competitor moves. This department is responsible for advertising, influencer 

partnerships and developing promotional offers for Chillox. Over all this department plays a vital 

role for creating brand awareness, engaging customers and increasing sales. They have wide range 

of responsibilities with different departments. 

 

2.4.7. Human Resource & Recruitment  

Chillox has both human resource and recruitment departments for running its operation smoothly. 

Human resource team works for managing staff for both blue collar and white-collar employees 

like, keeping track of their regular attendance, solving issues, handling payroll with accounts 

department, conducting interviews, hiring, termination, leave count, joining etc. Whereas its 

recruitment team mainly focuses on ongoing hiring of outlet staffs. Blue collar hiring is a crucial 
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and regular task of Chillox. Recruitment team is responsible for keeping enough staffs in every 

outlet as per need. The HR team makes effort to increase the number of outlet employees. 

Additionally, this team is also in charge of other departmental vacancies. If any department 

contacts HR, it releases job announcements, gathers leads, creates short lists, and schedules 

interviews for open positions. They also keep track of the payroll for both staff and employees at 

the headquarters. The HR team also planned training sessions for the workers at the outlets. Both 

HR and Recruitment team works on keeping the man power supply stable at Chillox. 

 

2.5. Leadership Style of Chillox 
 

 
Figure 5: Leader Style of Chillox 
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2.6. Marketing Practices of Chillox 
 

2.6.1. Segmentation 

Chillox need to do segmentation based on various characteristic, preferences and behaviors of 

customers. By understanding and targeting specific segments it can tailor its marketing strategies, 

menu offerings and overall approach to meet the needs of its target customers. 

• Demographic Segmentation: Chillox divided age range 18-25 years old for their 

regular customer. Those who seeks value for money and level of consistency in 

the taste of food, has tendency to be frugal. They mainly focused on urban youth 

and student as their target customer. 

• Geographic Segmentation: For geographic segmentation Chillox go for niche 

market, they select proper area or zone from where they can serve their target 

customers. 

• Psychographic Segmentation: for this segment Chillox goes for customer demand. 

They look for customers who prefer quick meal, fast food enthusiasts and seeking 

casual dining experience with families. 

• Behavioral Segmentation: It is one of the important segmentations to sustain 

longer in the market. For this Chillox have customization options for their burgers.  

In this they consider different factors like order size, preferred menu items and 

loyalty. 

 

2.6.2. Target Customer  

Target customer of a burger chain depends on which market segment it wants to serve. First of all, 

Chillox’s target customer is youth and families and college students and professionals. They help 

them to socialize with convenient and friendly environment. It also targeted value seekers by 

providing affordable menu. Millennials and GenZ are their main customers because they prefer 

customization, social media worth experience and offer trendy menu. Chillox is offering all at the 

same time and giving its target customers an interactive dining experience. Another target is fast 
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food enthusiasts as they go for familiar taste of burgers. This type of customers appreciates fast 

delivery. So, Chillox has combination of different customer segments. 

 

2.6.3. Positioning 

Chillox positioned then]m as a burger brand which provides both quality and price worthiness. 

They serve a cost-efficient price for their menu. It reflects the they take care of their target markets 

pockets. In terms of quality, their food quality is worth every penny. Customers compare their 

quality with other high end food chains and choose them. So they positioned themselves as an 

affordable and value oriented burger chain in BD. They mostly offer competitive pricing and value 

meals to attract customers. Along with that, Chillox also preferred customization which involves 

them in offering gourmet burgers for those who wants to pay high for a unique burger experience. 

Moreover, Chillox selects its positioning strategy that fits its target market and gives it a 

competitive edge. It is important for Chillox as a brand to have a solid reputation and to draw in 

and keep devoted customers, consistency in delivering on the positioning that has been promised. 

 

 

Figure 6: Market Positioning 
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2.6.4. Digital Marketing 
 

2.6.4.1. Advertising Channels  

Chillox utilize various digital advertising channels to effectively market itself and reach out to its 

target customers. These digital marketing channel keeping Chillox updated with the market trend. 

• Social Media Advertising: Chillox is actively using popular social media platforms 

like Facebook, Instagram for their target audience. They offer targeted advertising 

options to reach specific demographics and interests. Also, they create visually 

appealing content, runs sponsored posts and engage with their customers. Thus, they 

ensure brand visibility. 

 

Figure 7: Social Media Accounts 

 

• Influencer Marketing:  Chillox is collaborating with influencers who have 

significant following on social media flatforms. Here influencers create engaging 

content featuring the Chillox’s offerings which can reach wide audience and generate 

buzz around Chillox. 
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Figure 8: Socal Media Campaign 

 

2.6.4.2. Promotional Strategies 

It is important for Chillox to execute promotional strategies based on its target market, brand 

positioning and marketing obejctives. It helps them to ensure success. They are using various 

promotional strategies like: 

• Word of mouth: As Chillox is popular in the industry for their sauces and best burger, 

Word of mouth works for them really well. Loyal customers of Chillox are always on their 

side. They arrange contests on their social media platforms and give rewards to the 

winners which help them to gain good word of mouth. 

 

Figure 9: Social Media Contest 
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• Open in Holidays: Chillox is always open in special occasion, Government holidays etc. 

They take these days as their business days and make a gather of a lot of customers. 

 

Figure 10: Event Promotion 

 
• Geographical Factor: For promoting Chillox give important to its outlet locations. They 

open outlets which are perfect fit for their target market and do promotions according to 

their selected areas. Before opening a new outlet, they prefer location-based promotions. 

 

Figure 11: Geographical Promotion 

 

• Partnership Coupons: Chillox do partnership with third party delivery and share coupons 

there to get customer attention and benefit for the both parties. 
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Figure 12: Partnership Coupons 

 

• Combo Deals: Providing combo deals is a popular promotional strategy. It is affordable 

and convenient option for customers. It encourages customers to choose burger meals 

more often as it includes burger, fries, dink at a discounted price.  

 

Figure 13: Combo Deals 

 

2.6.4.3. New Product Development  

Chillox follows some steps for launching a new product in the market as new product development 

is important for staying competitive and meeting the evolving preferences of customers. 

• Concept Development: for launching a new menu first thing Chillox do is look after what 

can be launched which goes as per the similar taste bud of existing customers. Then they 

define the target market, product features and unique selling proposition. Here they also 

consider how the new product will align with the brand. 
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• Feasibility Assessment: Then on the selected concept Chillox do its feasibility test. Which 

is they go through technical, operational and financial aspects. They conduct an analysis 

of required resources, potential costs of raw materials and market demand.  

• Production & Operation Planning: After finalizing the product they determine the sources 

of ingredients, production methods, staffing requirement and ensure proper supply of raw 

materials and necessary equipment. 

• Marketing & Launch Planning: Lastly, they make a marketing plan for the target customer. 

Create marketing channels like online content, social media campaigns and generate 

consumer awareness prior to the launch. For instance, when Chillox introduced ‘Fish 

n’Krisp’ means fish burger & ‘Fish Tots’ in the market they made promotions on ‘mache 

bhate bangali’ which targeted emotions of Bengali people. 

 

Figure 14: New Product Promotion 

 

2.6.4.4. Competitor Analysis 

Chilox, Takeout, Madchef, and other burger joints are strongly favored by three respondents each, 

with Takeout receiving the most votes in Bangladesh (24%), followed by Madchef and other burger 

joints. Madchef is in second place with 20% of responses, followed by Chilox in third with 19%. 

The remainder is split among American Burger, Burger King, Mr. Manik, Khana's, and a number 

of other local burger joints. This demonstrates that the top three rivals in Bangladesh successfully 

satisfy the demands of the people they serve. 
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Figure 15: Competitor Analysis -1 

So, it is can be mentioned Chillox’s main competitors are Takeout, Madchef and Burger King. 

Whereas their secondary competitors can be Mr. Manik, Herfy, Baba rafi and others.  

 

Figure 16: Competitor Analysis – 2 

 

 

 

Favorite Burger Shop 

Amercan Burger 

9% Others 

9% 

Mr. Manik 

9% 

Takeout 

24% 

Burger King 3% 

Khana's 

7% 

Madchef 

20% 
Chillox 

19% 
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Chapter-03: Project Part 

3.1. Introduction  

Recruitment describes all of the steps that a company uses to timely attract a sufficient number of 

talented people and grab them to apply for positions inside the company. Every recruiter’s attention 

is typically drawn to the actions that the company must take in order to implement recruitment 

methods. When creating recruitment strategy, the company must take into account a variety of 

factors, including: 

• Should the company prioritize bringing in candidates from outside the company or 

should it recruit internally? 

• Should the organization look at alternative methods of hiring? part-time workers, 

outsourcing, flexible staffing, and hiring full-time employees? 

• How much importance should the company place on identifying candidates with the 

exact appropriate technical qualifications as opposed to those who best fit the 

organization's culture and take advantage of training to sharpen their technical 

skills? 

Moreover, the organization's human resources plan serves as the framework for the hiring process. 

A human resources plan contains specific information such as the strategies being used by the 

organization, the kinds of people needed to achieve organizational goals, a method for recruiting 

and hiring new employees, and a statement that clearly explains how the practices used in human 

resources will support the organization's goals (Bruce J. Fried, 2002). To elaborate, Recruitment 

may be a very expensive process, therefore knowing the price is crucial. Organizations may suffer 

a number of replacement expenses when acquiring a new employee. These expenses consist of: 

• Source expenses include agency fees, advertising charges, and referral bonuses 

• Processing costs, such as security checks, data input, employment tests, medical 

exams, drug screening, orientation, and employment record verification, include 

security checks, medical exams, drug screening, and staff time for those 

participating in the recruitment and selection process. 

• Travel and moving expenses 
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In Chillox, the recruitment procedure is typically utilized to draw possible candidates for open 

positions. According to the title or job that they wish to fill, Chillox mostly uses two sorts of 

sources for the recruitment process: internal and external. This recruitment procedure is being used 

to identify talented and qualified employees. Chillox's human resources department is primarily 

responsible for completing this process. Furthermore, the hiring process is ongoing. The Chilox 

human resources department is in charge of this hiring. One of the well-known fast-food 

establishments in Bangladesh is called Chillox, and as is well known, they have an excessively 

high turnover rate. And based on a recruiting record, an attendance list, and a list of active 

employees, Chillox HR has planned the hiring procedure. On the other hand, fast food businesses 

are provided with software that aids them in finding candidates when they need to hire. However, 

Chillox doesn't employ any software in their hiring procedure. Because their hiring process is 

ongoing and they have sufficient resources to gather leads, sufficient expertise to know when they 

need to hire, and reliable sources, they are able to accomplish considerable hiring.  

 

3.1.1. Objective 

 

3.1.1.1. Broad Objective  

The main purpose of this report is to gain more knowledge of the general operations of Chillox's 

Human Resource department and overall recruitment policy of Chillox. 

 

3.1.1.2. Specific Objective 

✓ Understanding how Chillox operates its outlet staffs 

✓ Overall understanding on staff sourcing to staff retention 

✓ Knowing overall White-collar hiring practices of Chillox 

 

3.1.2. Significance of the topic  

This study set out to discover whether Chillox has a recruitment mechanism in place. The 

identification of any connections between the recruitment process and the organization's final goal 
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is another goal. Numerous studies pertaining to the hiring practices have been conducted. The goal 

is to gain more knowledge of the general operations of Chillox's Human Resource Department, 

and more specifically, the HR procedures used by the company. The results of this study will have 

a big impact since they will show us how HR benefits the company as a whole. In addition, this 

report gave me the chance to research, understand, and completely appreciate the significance of 

recruitment and hiring procedures, how they provide value to a QSR like Chillox, and how they 

make the lives of the employees of Chillox easier. Additionally, it was during my investigation that 

I learned about the trouble and difficulty the staff are having. 

 

3.1.3. Limitations the Study  

Individuals might come across various limitations in any program or activity. The following 
restrictions that I encountered while writing the report are also described below: 

• Because the majority of the data was secret and confidential, gathering it was the study's 

main obstacle. Chillox cannot reveal all material linked to the report in order to protect 

corporate privacy. Because of this, I found it challenging to gather the original data for 

my report. 

• Additionally, the recruitment procedure was not well understood by employees of various 

departments, which complicated the process of gathering information. 

• Time constraints were another major issue when writing the report because, in addition to 

writing it as an intern, I also had to work as an employee. 

• Lastly, during the interview and while visiting the outlet, they denied me access to take 

any photos. Additionally, no one was allowed to enter the kitchen. 

 

3.2. Methodology 
 

3.2.1. Sources of Data 

Based on the observations and data from the Chillox burger chain, this study was undertaken. It 

was a qualitative investigation. Three months was used to complete this investigation. As a result, 

this research might have certain flaws due to time constraints. Above all, the qualitative technique 
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used in this study guarantees that the results are the most useful to the readers. I gathered 

information from primary and secondary sources in equal measure in order to make the report 

visually appealing and informative. 

 

3.2.1.1. Primary Sources of Data 

The information I gathered from face-to-face conversations with the workers at Chillox as well as 

the primary data I directly observed while working there. 

• Conversation with Chillox officials. 

• I spoke face-to-face with the co-founder of Chillox and the appropriate manager. 

• I called my HR Manager and other sources of leads to get information. 

• I spoke face-to-face with other departmental managers 

 

3.2.2.2. Secondary Sources of Data 

The following techniques were used to gather secondary data: 

• Information obtained from within the organization, such as journal publications, 

earlier studies, and other sources. 

• Information acquired through organization receipts and paperwork. 

• Online resources. 

 

 

3.3. Findings & Analysis 

To fulfill this study, I conducted a survey on most of the out staffs. As my main worked was on 

blue-collar recruitment so I collected information from Chillox’s current blue-collar staffs about 

their job role, job expectation and job satisfaction which helped me understand Chillox’s overall 

recruitment plan and procedures. Findings and their analysis are given below- 
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• Finding Analysis-01:  
Here I asked them about their gender information. Chillox used to hire male staffs only. 

Recently they started hiring female staff to promote women empowerment and give 

everyone equal opportunity. That is why the number of female staff is lower in comparison 

to male staff. 

 

 

Figure 18: Finding-02 

• Finding Analysis-02: 

Figure 17: Findings-1 
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This chart shows the age range of every outlet staffs. Chillox mention in their job circular 

that age limit should be 18-25. This also showed in this chart that they comes under 

mentioned age limit. 

 

Figure 19: Finding-03 

• Finding Analysis-03:  
Here I asked Chillox’s Current Staff about their educational qualification. In Chillox’s job 

circular they mention that they need minimum education of class-5 as per educational 

qualification. Thus, this chart shows that most of them belongs to HSC level which is 

58.7%. The main reason is that most of them has to stop their education because of family 

need. Also, some staffs they have who are doing Honors in national universities or colleges 

along with this job to support themselves along with their family. And they have very less 

amount employee who are only done with SSC level which is 15.9%. 
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Figure 20: Finding-04 

• Finding Analysis-04:  
The above chart shows work shifts Chillox have for their outlet’s staffs. Which are 10am-

6pm, 12am-8pm and 2pm-10pm. Staff works on these shifts in a roster basis. Every shift 

staff needs to agree on as per they managers assigned them per week. That is why I asked 

them their most preferred shift and most of them agreed on 10am-6am shift as per their 

convenience. Less number of staff agreed on day shift which is 12pm-8pm and the 

percentage is 27 percent only.  

 

 

Figure 21: Finding 05 
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• Finding Analysis-05:  
The above chart shows staff’s preferred work order. Staffs of Chillox outlet needs to work 

on both Floor and Kitchen. Chillox have self-service. So, duty on floor basically means 

cleaning and serving customer if they ask for any help. Whereas in kitchen they work on 

food making, cleaning kitchen equipment, frying food items, sauce making etc. This chart 

shows a balanced percentage which is 51.5 & 48.5. Because Chillox train their staffs for 

both of the roles. 

 

 

Figure 22: Finding-06 

• Finding Analysis-06:  
This graph describes the job satisfaction level of Chillox outlet staffs. Chillox offers various 

benefits to its staffs like food allowance, advance salary, emergency paid leave, free 

residence. Here percentage shows that 93.9% staff says that they are happy with the benefit 

offerings of Chillox and some of them denies, which is mostly because of their personal 

reasons.  
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Figure 23: Finding-07 

• Finding Analysis-07: 
This above chart shows that 74.3% staff do not want to work on holidays like Eid, Victory 

Day. Eid is the only vacation people wants to spend with their family. No matter what they 

do not want to work. Same goes for Chillox’s staffs as well. But as we know restaurant are 

open on holidays. Even holidays are their business day as people comes with their friends 

and family. SO Chillox’s can not give leave to their outlet staff.  

 

 

Figure 24: Finding-08 
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• Finding Analysis-08:  
This chart shows that 90.9% people are satisfied with Chillox interview pattern. Because 

most of the time recruiters tries to understand candidates need as they are blue collar. 

Details about blue collar interview is given in the further parts. 

 

Figure 25: Finding-09 

• Finding Analysis-09: 
 
This chart show Chillox’s support towards their staffs. Otherwise, staffs will not agree on 

the fact that Chillox is empathetic towards their employees. The percentage is 86%. 

Because recently Chillox offers free residence for their staffs near their outlets. It will also 

increase employment as people from outside Dhaka will prefer to join with Chillox. Then 

they provide lunch allowance to their staff on a daily basis which is a additional support 

for them despite salary.  
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Figure 26: Finding-10 

• Finding Analysis-10: 
Despite ongoing benefits, I asked them about any other benefits they prefer. Because HR 

team handles employee benefits to analyze employee retention. This above chat shows that 

most of staffs prefer fixed work shift which is 46.9%. But it is now possible for Chillox 

authority. They have some limitations too to run their outlets smoothly. Other than that 

employees who wants their career growth here as cashier and other they prefer software 

training program which is 28.1%. Rest of the 25% employees wants paid leave. These two 

option Chillox can take initiative on to retain their staffs. 

 

 

3.3.1. Overview  

One of the top burger chains in Bangladesh's fast-food market is Chillox. Its hiring procedure is 

highly clear-cut, precise, and trustworthy. Each and every phase of the hiring process has its own 

justification and supporting evidence. To identify the best applicant from the pool of candidates to 

whom the job can be offered while maintaining the design of a competitive market standard, all 

the steps of this process are required. It would be preferable to present the recruitment team of 

Chillox when discussing the hiring process. 
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SL. Name Designation 
1. Fuad HR & Support Service 

Manager 
2. Maruf Hassan Chowdhury Senior Recruitment Specialist 
3. Maruf Reza Recruitment Specialist 
4. Nafisa Anjum Rafa HR Intern 

 

Table 2: HR and Recruitment Team of Chillox 

3.3.2. White-Collar hiring practice of Chillox  

Chillox is consists of both blue collar and white-collar employees. White collar employee supports 

its head office departments. On the other hands bule collar employees supports its outlets and serve 

the customers. A detail about white collar hiring practice is given below- 

3.3.2.1. Entry Level Positions 

Entry level positions vary based on a company or industry and its organizational structure. Chillox 

have a few entry level positions that are- 

✓ Intern: It is a temporary role Chillox designed for the students or recent graduates to gran 

practical experience in a specific field or department. They work under the guidance of 

experienced professionals and get to know about various aspects of the company’s 

operations. Interns of Chillox have the chance to get permanent position as well after 

completing the internship period successfully.  

✓ Customer Support Executive: Chillox hires customer support executive to interact directly 

with the customers for their inquiries, complains, taking orders. Chillox uses a IP system 

to process this. As they do not use third party service for this position, they hire directly 

from sources. 

3.3.2.2.  Managerial Level Positions 

Hiring for mid-level positions differs from company to company. Chillox usually do not hire mid-

level positions directly if its not an emergency. They have some reasons behind that like, 
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• Knowledge of Company Culture- Manager place a crucial in setting up a company culture 

with its team. Chillox believes that hiring managerial positions externally may bring 

individuals who are unfamiliar with company values and norms and working environment. 

They may cause problem within the company or may face problem while working himself. 

That is why they promote internal candidates who can help to ensure better integration. 

• Trust & Credibility: Trust is the most needed thing for a company from its candidate. A 

company gets trust when they promote an internal employee for a higher-level position. 

Because they are familiar with candidate’s capabilities and track record. They know that 

the employee has leadership potential to go forward and ability to collaborate with others. 

That is why Chillox prefer promoting internally. 

3.3.2.3. Immediate Hiring  

Chillox do immediate hiring for their specialist’s positions. For instance, recruitment specialists. 

Because to run every outlet smoothly they need enough man power. Hiring specialists can fulfil 

the need of specific functions. Another hiring they do is Support Service Executive. These position 

supports for their regular banki8ng works and outlets to head office duties. When emergency 

arises, they hire for these positions immediately. They conduct immediate hiring in-house. 

3.3.2.4. New Positions 

A company opens new positions for expansion and to support increased demand of services. 

Chillox hire for new positions when it opens for new operational area. For example, Chillox is 

going to offer free residence for its outlet’s staffs. So, they are hiring managers for maintaining the 

flats, in terms of security, availability and so on. They also opened new positions for executive in 

accounts department as per the need of current team.  
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3.3.2.5. Hiring Sources 
For hiring white collar employees Chillox uses online sources mostly. They also have other sources 

like, 

• In House Referrals: Here its employees recommend individuals who can be a good fit for 

Chillox. Chillox prefer in house referrals most because of their company culture. It is a 

valuable source of candidates as they already get the man power with the necessary skill 

set they are in need. 

Figure 27: New Position Circular 
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• Job Posting: They post for their new circulars in different online platforms. Like social 

media job posting group, career opportunity platforms etc. From that they receive 

applications from interested individuals. 

3.3.2.6. Candidate Collection & Shortlisting 

After Getting responses from different sources, they collect all the candidates CV. The entire 

responses or applicants that submitted an application for the specific vacancy are typically 

shortlisted and screened. Their resumes and cover letters are evaluated first. Like in the covering 

letter, what the applicant is, what is actually mentioned about him, letter style, language used, and 

whether or not attention is placed on the areas requested in the adverts are all evaluated. Following 

Figure 28: Online Job Circular 
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the written test and computer skills test, the chosen candidates are contacted for interviews, which 

differ from department to department. 

3.3.2.7. Interview Phase-1 

During Interview phase-1 interviewer of Chillox take the ability test of the candidates. Ability 

tests—also called aptitude tests or skills tests—are frequently used in the interview process to 

evaluate a candidate's proficiency and appropriateness for a particular position. These assessments 

offer unbiased information on a person's skills, knowledge, and abilities in relation to the job's 

criteria. By taking ability test of the candidates Chillox analyzes their software skill, language 

proficiency and personality. It also helps the hiring authority to get to know about candidate’s time 

management. 

After that. They sit with the candidate. Briefly know about themselves. Their interests, career 

objectives, corporate views and current market trend. Here they also give chance to the employee 

to ask if he/she wants to know something. 

Finally, the candidate sits for in-person interview with the executive committee. This helps the 

committee to determine suitability of the candidate for the position. They evaluate candidates 

based on their responses, experience and seek elaboration. 

 

3.3.2.8. Interview Phase-2 

Chillox hiring authority conduct this phase after selecting the suitable candidates from the 

interviewed ones. Here they offer the role to the interviewee and conduct salary negotiation with 

the candidate. They tell them about the remuneration, benefit packages that they will be provided. 

Then they try to know candidate’s point of view if they are happy or not. Ask the candidate if they 

verbally accept the position or not. If the candidate agrees, authority confirms him that he/she will 

be getting written offer letter soon. 
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3.3.2.9. Onboarding with Chillox 

Employee onboarding is a crucial process in welcoming new employees into organization. It 

includes a series of initiatives to make new hires comfortable with their role, the company 

culture and policies. Employee onboarding of Chillox goes through some steps like, 

• Arrival Preparation: Before the employees first day, Chillox HR ensure all necessary 

paper works, contracts and documentation. Before that, they ask the employee to bring 

papers needed for joining named as Joining Checklist. They also make the employee read 

and sign the whole NDA form to keep the company integrity intact. Attaching a demo of 

NDA below. 

 

Figure 29: Joining Check List 
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Figure 30: NDA 

• Introduction: On employees first day at Chillox, one person from HR team introduces the 

new employee to their colleagues and team members. They provide opportunity to the new 

hire to interact with the other employees. They provide necessary tools to the employee 

that are needed to perform the job. For example, sim card, phone for calling the candidates, 

pc for software works. Then the employee sits with his line manager and take work orders, 

learn new things. 

 

3.3.3 Blue-Collar Hiring Practice of Chillox 

3.3.3.1. Recruitment Planning 

Recruitment planning is the core thing for Chillox because they need large number of staffs to run 

the outlets across Dhaka city and others. Their recruitment team works hard and soul to hire 

candidates on a regular basis. They usually follow some steps to attain possible success in 

recruitment process like,  

• Identifying Job requirements: To run their outlets they need staffs with basic educational 

need, hardworking capability, employees who can take pressure and willing to work in 

restaurants. Chillox do not made experience mandatory for this position. They train their 

employees by their own. 
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• Job Advertisement: After selecting requirements and responsibilities they job 

advertisement on various platforms like different third-party agencies, in house sources, 

staff refers etc. 

• Lead Collection to Selection: After collecting candidates from various sources, they call 

for interview and brief them about the job. Then do their background check and offer them 

joining.  

3.3.3.2. Sources of Lead Management 

Chillox uses various sources to Collect leads as they need to do bulk hiring of blue-collar staffs 

for their outlets. They have different sources of leads such as, 

• In-House: This source is from recruitment specialists. They have huge collection of sources 

from various platforms which they manage every month to conduct bulk hiring.  Their 

sources are from different locations of Dhaka city as well as from different cities of 

Bangladesh. They manage their source to join by conducting calling and interview session 

in outlets and head office which candidates found convenient. They plan weekly, monthly 

plans for sorting, managing and utilizing leads properly so that they do not miss any 

candidate.  

• Referrals & Employee Incentives: Chillox encourage employee referrals by offering 

incentives to current employees like their support service executives. They have given a 

monthly target and it they fulfill the target number they get the incentives. Moreover, their 

outlet staffs have connections within their communities who could be a good fit for the 

positions. Their incentives include cash rewards. 

• Collaborate with Third-Party: Chillox do partnerships with third party agencies like 

‘Kormo’, ‘Shomvob’ as these are specialized at blue-collar sourcing. These agencies have 

access to a pool of qualified candidates which can help the recruitment process of Chillox. 

These third parties do initial screening of the applicants. 
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Figure 31: Third Party Sources 

 

• Local Networks: Chillox recruitment team visits every outlet and build connections with 

the local people of nearby outlets. These people help them to get more man power. Thus, 

they are able to get bulk supply from local people. Like they connect with garment workers. 

Also, they arrange job fair in different cities like Netrokona which is on-site and they gather 

applicants from there by briefing them about the job role and its benefits. 

 

Figure 32: Outdoor Job Fair 
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• Utilize Online Job Platform: Chillox uses different online job platforms to post about their 

job circular for blue collar employees. Different facebook groups like Restaurant Job BD, 

Area based job groups like, 

 

Figure 33: Online Job Portals 

 

 

3.3.3.3. Job Circular with JD 

Chillox Post their Job circular with JD in every media they use. They get many responses from 

online flatforms like facebook. They know that blue collar workers are in need of jobs also they 

prefer clarity. That is why Chillox provides every detail in their job circular. 
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Figure 34: Job Circular 

 

3.3.3.4. CV Screening 

Following the collection of applications, the team makes short lists for each category of candidates. 

The title of this post is "Team Member," and they get a lot of resumes for it. When screening CVs, 

Chillox pays particular attention to a few factors, such as the prospects' location, age, educational 

background, and gender. For instance, because teenagers are not permitted to work in 

restaurants under labor laws, individuals who are 18 or older are chosen while screening CVs. 

3.3.3.5. Pathway to Interview Session 

Chillox recruiters call every applicant to invite them to an interview after screening their CVs. 

When phoning, they make an effort to ensure that at least everyone will be able to attend the 

interview and input the information into the many software categories that are used to keep track 

of recruitment. After making sure we SMS them the information regarding our interview and the 

workplace address. I have to contact for interviews every day on average about 80-100 candidates. 
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Figure 35: HR Recruitment Log 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Sample SMS 
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3.3.3.6. Interview & Background Check 

Chillox uses a variety of methods for the recruitment and selection processes. They speak in 

Bengali the entire time the interview is taking place. Since Chillox's interview process is ongoing. 

They typically employ blue-collar workers as well. Additionally, they lack the necessary 

educational background and credentials; for this reason, we use Bengali throughout the interview 

to facilitate a thorough comprehension. Sometimes they exert pressure and cause confusion in job 

applicants' minds to determine whether they truly need the position or whether they are prepared 

to work hard. 

 

Figure 37: Sample Interview Question 

 

3.3.3.7. Joining Process 

Finally, the HR department sends a joining letter to the chosen candidates. An acceptable and well-

organized joining letter needs to be sent to the chosen candidate once they have verbally accepted 

the post. As Chillox has 17 locations across the nation, there are numerous options for the recruiter 

to choose from when deciding where to post the candidate. However, recruiters always attempt to 
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offer outlets close to the prospects' homes.  I often visit my HR administrator from my site for final 

approval; she questioned me regarding the details of the chosen candidates and final confirmation. 

I then add a joining later and have the manager sign the letter, and I then give it to the joiner. 

Moreover, they sign a agreement for before joining which states the rules and regulation during 

work hour and overall employee needs to follow and agree which stays between both parties. 

Sharing a demo of it below. 

 

 

Figure 38: Agreement form 
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Figure 39: Joining Letter 

3.3.3.8. Promotion Pattern & Benefits 

Blue-Collar employees Join Chlillox as Team Member. They also Have Cashier, Second Cashier 

and Area Manager position to run a outlet. For these positions Chillox do not have open hiring 

policy. They promote team members as cashier when have serve Chillox for more than 2 years and 

more. Same goes for Area Manager position, who serves Chillox for more than 3 year and gain 

trust, earn the chance to get promotion. They provide employee free residence near by their outlets. 
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Along with salary they also get lunch allowance 140/- on a daily basis. Residence form demo is 

attached below- 

 

3.3.3.9. Payroll Policy for Blue-Collar employees 

They get their monthly salary on 12th of the month. In case of emergency, they can take advance 

of half of the salary. If they leave without any notice before one month of leaving the job, authority 

deduct their salary by 12 days. They have unpaid leave policy. 

 

Chapter-04 

4.1. Conclusion 

The Chillox Human Resource Department is one of the most crucial divisions in this company. 

This report provides information about Chillox's recruitment and selection procedures, including 

the different kinds of procedures they use. This report offers recommendations on how to improve 

the department's operations, including the recruitment and selection process. It is obvious that 

because the Chillox Human Resource Department is so young, they are having issues. If they can 

resolve those issues, they can increase the effectiveness of this department. Because without their 

Figure 40: Staff Hostel Form 
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recruitment team Chillox will suffer as they supply blue-collar workers which runs their outlets all 

over the country which is their main business to serve good food to customers smoothly. Other 

than that, Chillox has a great work culture with a fun & talented bunch of employees. Its employees 

are really helpful and cooperative to work with.  

4.2. Recommendations 

• They need to focus on staff software training to make them a expert cashier with the 

capability of using 3S. It will also motivate their blue-collar staff retain longer with Chillox. 

• To decrease the turnover ratio The HR & recruitment department of Chillox should employ 

a software program that enables them to easily determine which outlets they should recruit 

in and when. This will enable them to learn about the current workforce. 

• They should implement automated attendance system as soon as possible. It will reduce 

the mismatch happen while giving salary as without automation doing leave count, present 

count becomes difficult to keep track both for HR as well as for outlet staffs. 

• As soon as possible, all members of the HR team should visit an outlet. This will allow 

them to learn about the real world of the outlets while still in an Intern position. 

• Create an active admin panel to ensure overall employee benefits, leave count, retention, 

team bonding activities for operating Head Office employees in a systematic manner 

• Should invest in attracting and recruiting top talent and use data driven approaches for 

candidate screening and selection. 

• Implement employee feedback, conduct regular surveys, reward employee performance 

and most importantly promote work-life balance for each employee.  
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